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aspect ratio and
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Digital TV), DVB-
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C (Cable Digital

TV), DVB-S2
(Satellite 2) and

DVB-S2x
(Satellite 2x)
MPEG2 transport
streams or IPTV
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(Internet
Protocol

Television)
streams. MPEG2
stream editing:
DVDPatcher is a

software
application that
allows you to
edit MPEG2

streams that are
created by video
capture card,
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video capture
software, or DVB
receivers or

stream receivers
such as IPTV. All
you have to do is

to attach
DVDPatcher

software to your
video source and
enjoy your DVB-
streams on your
hard disk drive
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or DVD recorder.
DVDPatcher allows

you to
automatically

detect the format
of your MPEG2

stream which you
are interested
in. DVDPatcher

will analyze your
video source and

display its
currently active
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MPEG2 program or
transport streams
that you wish to
edit. DVDPatcher

will apply
necessary changes
to the transport
stream such as
changing the

aspect ratio to a
lower resolution,

applying a
resolution change
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or change the
video codec to

MPEG4. DVDPatcher
can auto detect
and apply the

following changes
to your MPEG2

streams: - Change
aspect ratio and

resolution of DVB-
T/S/C (Terrestria
l/Satellite/Cable
) MPEG2 transport
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streams - Switch
DVB-S to DVB-S2
(Terrestrial 2)
MPEG2 transport
streams - IPTV

resolution change
(HD-TV/SD-TV) -
MPEG4 encoding
DVDPatcher will
apply the above
changes to your
MPEG2 transport

stream and
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display on-screen
the result.
DVDPatcher

software will
also display the

name of the
stream source and

device
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DVDPatcher:
DVDPatcher is a
simple and easy-
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to-use software
application that
represents the
quickway to make
your harddisk
recorded DVB-
stream DVD
compatible.

DVDPatcher may
change MPEG2

headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
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more. DVDPatcher
Description:
DVDPatcher -

MPEG2 bitrate and
resolution

patcher for NTSC
and PAL MPEG2
transport and

program streams.
DVDPatcher
Features:

DVDPatcher offers
following: -
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quick access for
changing preset
values of the

attributes of the
DVB- stream; -
easy operation -
no need for any

additional
program or
working

knowledge; -
saving of the

changes which you
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made; - works
with MPEG2

transport stream
and program

streams (TS, PS)
in the form of

files, for
example, the DVB-
stream from a

DVB- recorder or
the stream from a
DVB- receiver.
You may use
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DVDPatcher to: -
modify the

attributes of the
DVB- stream; -
convert a DVD
compatible DVB-
stream to DVD
compatible DVB-
stream; - convert
a DVD compatible
DVB- stream to a
file; - change
the DVB- stream
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to another DVB-
stream in your PC

or laptop.
Testimonial: When

I tried the
DVDPatcher

programs, I was
very pleasantly

surprised!
DVDPatcher has a

very easy
interface and it
is fully made for
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my needs. Jan
Krüger DVDPatcher
- MPEG2 bitrate
and resolution
patcher for NTSC
and PAL MPEG2
transport and

program streams.
DVDPatcher is a
simple and easy-
to-use software
application that
represents the
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your harddisk
recorded DVB-
stream DVD
compatible.

DVDPatcher may
change MPEG2

headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
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Description:
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and Putting A
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simulates your PC
and changes MPEG2
header such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
more. DVDPatcher
may change MPEG2
headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
more. DVDPatcher
Description: - -
Create A Mailing
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Putting A Content
On A Mailing
Labels DVDPatcher
is a simple and
easy-to-use
software
application that
represents the
quickway to make
your harddisk
recorded DVB-
stream DVD
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DVDPatcher may
change MPEG2
headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
more. DVDPatcher
Description: - -
Create A Mailing
Labels And
Putting A Content
On A Mailing
Labels DVDPatcher
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Description: - -
Create A Mailing
Labels And
Putting A Content
On A Mailing
Labels DVDPatcher
is a simple and
easy-to-use
software
application that
represents the
quickway to make
your harddisk
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recorded DVB-
stream DVD
compatible.
DVDPatcher may
change MPEG2
headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
more. DVDPatcher
Description: - -
Create A Mailing
Labels And
Putting A Content
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On A Mailing
Labels DVDPatcher
is a simple and
easy-to-use
software
application that
represents the
quickway to make
your harddisk
recorded DVB-
stream DVD
compatible.
DVDPatcher may
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change MPEG2
headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
more. DVDPatcher
Description: - -
Create A Mailing
Labels And
Putting A Content
On A Mailing
Labels DVDPatcher
is a simple and
easy-to-use
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software
application that
represents the
quickway to make
your harddisk
recorded DVB-
stream DVD
compatible.
DVDPatcher may
change MPEG2
headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
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more. DVDPatcher
Description: - -
Create A Mailing
Labels And
Putting A Content
On A Mailing

What's New In DVDPatcher?

DVDPatcher is a
simple and easy-
to-use software
application that
represents the
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quickway to make
your harddisk
recorded DVB-
stream DVD
compatible.
DVDPatcher may
change MPEG2
headers such as
aspect ratio,
resolution and
more. Link2Vob
Converter -
Link2Vob
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Converter is a PC
tool which can
help users easily
convert any.avi
(AVI) file to VOB
(VOB video on
board) file.
Link2Vob
Converter is one
fast AVI to VOB
converter. It is
free to try.
There are no
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limitations. DVD
Player is a DVD
player for PC,
which can read
almost all kind
of DVD files in
VIDEO_TS folder
and also all the
DVD files burnt
by other CD/DVD
burning software
or media (DVD-R,
DVD+R, DVD-RW,
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DVD+RW etc.) DVD
Player can also
play MPEG2/MPEG1
video files and
JPEG image files
(*.jpg and
*.jpeg). Replay
DVD Video
Converter is a
powerful and
professional dvd
ripper which
supports many
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popular dvd
ripper settings
such as convert
in folder, batch,
add watermark,
split and merge,
split DVD, etc.
Also Replay DVD
Video Converter
could convert DVD
video to any
formats and
convert DVD to
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almost all the
popular video
formats like AVI,
MPEG, SWF, WMV,
MP4, MOV, FLV,
DV, RM, QT, MOV,
etc. DVD to
VCD/SVCD
Converter can
convert DVD Video
to VCD/SVCD for
play on almost
all desktop
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VCD/SVCD player
for enjoy. It
includes all DVD
chapters, special
effect and movie
effect, and so
on. It also
supports text
overlay on top of
DVD video. Some
DVD have multiple
subtitle stream,
such as Chinese,
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Japanese, Arabic,
etc. It can help
you easily
convert DVD to
VCD. Luxand
Blink! 2.0 Login
Theme - Login
screen for
Windows. In the
package are two
portions of
wallpapers and
one portion of
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cursor themes. It
is possible to
select items from
the list of
cursors, ie, if
you like the
cursors, you can
install them
(cursor themes).
Luxand Blink! 2.0
Wallpaper 1 -
Login screen for
Windows. In the
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package are two
portions of
wallpapers and
one portion of
cursor themes. It
is possible to
select items from
the
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System Requirements For DVDPatcher:

Minimum: OS:
Windows Vista SP2
or newer
Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo (2.3
GHz or higher)
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics:
Microsoft DirectX
9.0c compatible
with 3D graphics
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card (NVIDIA
8800, ATI Radeon
9200) DirectX:
Version 9.0c HDD:
7 GB available
space Additional:
If you want to
use acceleration
effects
(fullscreen,
Particles,
shadow, blur,
antialiasing,...)
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you will need a
graphics card
with 3
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